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ABSTRACT

Aim/Purpose  
Grounded Theory (GT) has grown and developed into several strands making its application all the more problematic, argumentative and remaining potentially as a research methodology to avoid when it comes to doctoral research, early-career research. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to revisit GT as a general approach and present an evolved and more considered step-by-step guide to conduct research using this methodology. A leadership development context is applied in this paper to examine how this methodology could work for a new generation of researchers, i.e., new to doctoral research or an early career researcher.

Background  
Since its academic inception in the seminal text in 1967 (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), GT has emerged and developed to become a popular choice for researchers contemplating qualitative data approaches amongst a variety of subject backgrounds. However, the divergent development and criticized approaches within GT families can lead researchers to avoid such a research methodology. This can especially be the case within doctoral research or other early-career research. Indeed, a specific/explicit GT guideline or framework to assist doctoral students in conducting GT research does not currently exist.

Methodology  
There is a general review of GT approaches followed by theoretical development of a framework and an applied doctoral example.

Contribution  
The three evolved methods in GT research and the developed supporting author-designed three-phase research framework will contribute to two aspects. Firstly, the step-by-step guideline can reduce the sense of confusion within an area where criticisms and conflicting approaches exist. This will hopefully assist the next generation of GT researchers in conducting their research through detailed processes and applications. Secondly, there is arguably a need for more GT applications and evolutions to further enrich the body of knowledge that exists in this area and further support a diversity of subject research.
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Findings
The authors outline numerous differences and similarities within divergent GT practices. By integrating Glaser’s four core principles and three evolved methods, the authors design a three-phase research framework that presents a transparent step-by-step guide. This framework attempts to mitigate criticisms within GT approaches whilst maintaining clarity, flexibility, depth, and rigour within a study.

Recommendations for Practitioners
Three GT evolvements (the two-step literature review method, two-step open-coding method, and two-step theory-constitute method) provides greater clarity within a rigorous author-designed three-phase research framework that demonstrates a transparent step-by-step guide. These techniques can encourage a new generation of GT researcher through confident and structured analytical techniques.

Recommendations for Researchers
We hope the presented framework and concise view of GT in action will inspire other doctoral students and new GT researchers to conduct GT research following an evolved GT framework.

Impact on Society
The debates and innovations around GT, like in this paper, are needed within a methodological society to keep the area contemporary and constantly evolving.

Future Research
The framework presented will need further testing beyond the parameters set out here. We hope future research can adopt the evolved GT techniques and procedures to enforce research quality overall and inspire further GT methodological developments.
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INTRODUCTION
Since its academic inception in the seminal text in 1967 (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), Grounded Theory (GT) has emerged and developed to become a popular choice for researchers contemplating qualitative data approaches amongst a variety of subject backgrounds. Indeed, the application of GT has long since moved past its medical profession applications it was first considered for. But since 1967, GT has grown and developed into several strands and the potential divergence of its application presents increased complexities in terms of aspects like rigour and validity. Thus, this could mean it is potentially a research methodology to avoid when it comes to doctoral research, early-career research, and even working towards the career elite (or elitism) within various journal ranking guides around the world. Nuances and differences are outlined and discussed within this paper.

Over time, some scholars have added new approaches to aid GT’s further development, e.g., a constructivist grounded theory research guideline (Charmaz, 2014; Charmaz & Thornberg, 2020), and a checklist of saturated concepts (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). These efforts may provide detailed information in some aspects, such as how to produce a saturated theory. Yet, this does not help clarify what GT is, and how to conduct GT (Walsh et al., 2015). The image of the ‘top-tier’ qualitative research method and potentially confusing perceptions of GT still act as a hinderance to novice researchers, although also come with some innovative possibilities (Walsh et al., 2015).

For GT to continue to grow and develop as a respected methodology, as well as keeping within its evolved nuances, this paper aims to draw together and discuss GT complexities with a view to building a framework that can guide a new researcher or doctoral student. The tangibility of the processes outlined in our framework present a much greater depth and clarity than previously offered within the literature. We hope this can assist new researchers and doctoral students in making well-informed and confident research choices that lead to high quality and rigorous data outputs within a GT approach. Furthermore, we want to help GT as an approach grow beyond its pre-conceived limitations,
i.e., where it is considered a weaker qualitative methodology to use opposed to those that offer more formulaic procedures to more easily follow. These limitations are not openly discussed in the literature (although research could further inform this discussion), but we think the framework we present can add further rigour and validity that can assist reviewers and doctoral examiners in their judgements of the research approaches adopted. In essence, our framework can offer a greater formulaic procedure for researchers to follow and identify with.

Thus, we must confront the confusion created by divergent approaches in GT. This is done by revisiting key literature to outline and discuss the core principles of GT in its various guises. To further expand our generated framework, we apply a live data example within leadership development (as the driving context) to further examine how this methodology could (or could not) work for a new generation of researcher, i.e., new to doctoral research or an early career researcher. We hope this paper will serve as an effective guide to researchers thinking about GT and bring together a number of important considerations within this realm.

The rest of this paper is structured into four main sections and a conclusion. First, we identify central elements and key debates within GT methodology, as well as four underpinning core principles. Subsequently, we present an evolved GT research framework designed for the next generation of researcher and those new to the methodology. Finally, we apply the presented framework to a ‘live’ author-led doctoral experience to show the framework in action.

**Grounded Theory and Divergent Development**

GT is generally considered to be a flexible qualitative method employed to develop theoretical patterns rooted in the relevant empirical data set. Its origins lie with Glaser and Strauss (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). As a common approach, GT studies seek to develop theoretical constructs by categorizing empirical data constructs into an integrative story under a systematic process, including theoretical sensitizing, theoretical sampling, and constant comparing. A GT analysis can begin with open-coding strategies, without basing a prescribed conceptual framework, composed of initial-coding followed by secondary-coding (Glaser & Holton, 2007). These characteristics are argued to enhance the credibility of a qualitative study (Auerbach & Silverstein, 2003), and allow the data to guide the articulation of the findings as opposed to, for example, searching for ratification of a hypothesis or proposition.

GT can be utilized within broad empirical contexts and subjects using rich and various fundamental techniques and a transparent research process. Various disciplines have employed GT because it provides scientific-style research processes (which can lead to accusations it is post-positivistic in nature), such as healthcare (Auerbach et al., 2006; Sbaraini et al., 2011; Vinckx et al., 2018), psychology (Hutchison et al., 2011), and leadership (Gibson et al., 2018; Kan & Parry, 2004; Lakshman, 2007). Thus, GT has grown in popularity and become a widely used research approach (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007).

From the methodological perspective, GT has evolved divergently and, as such, can be named differently. This includes Glaser’s Classical GT (Glaser, 1992), Charmaz’s Constructivist GT (Charmaz, 2014), and other approaches (Goldkuhl & Cronholm, 2010). In terms of GT research key principles, both Classical GT and Constructivist GT agree to emphasize open coding, theoretical sensitizing, constant comparison, and theoretical sampling. However, these particular approaches differ in some other dimensions, such as perspectives on the role of the literature review, pre-conceived concepts, and the researcher’s values demonstrated in the procedure of theory development (Timonen et al., 2018).

For example, on the one hand, Glaser recommends that all theoretical patterns (or themes) should emerge from data through constant comparison. Whereas Glaser is strongly against researchers adding their personal thought in constructing a theory nor using pre-conceived concepts to guide data collection and data analysis (Glaser, 2002). Glaser (2002) stated that the derived theoretical patterns...
from GT studies should emerge from constant comparison of data, and only emergent substantive theories can demonstrate “true grounded theory”. He insists that open-coding is not based on any pre-conceived conceptual framework (Glaser, 1992). On the other hand, Charmaz initiates constructive GT to stick closely to pre-defined patterns and categories (Charmaz, 2014). Constructivists also normally start a data-analysis process within some sort of conceptual framework. Moreover, constructive-based GT studies emphasize the value of researchers in light of constructing theory. By contrast, Straussian research encompassed more structured coding procedures, e.g., open, axial, and selective coding (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Indeed, these divergent perspectives on pre-conceived concepts, coined within the perception of how to utilise a literature review, will confuse or mislead some researchers. For instance, one study misinterpreted Glaser’s perception of the literature review and argued that Glaserian were studies strongly against consulting the relevant literature in the substantive area to eliminate any prior influence (Alammar et al., 2019). However, Glaser never suggested a non-literature review in GT research; he is merely against the pre-conceived conceptual framework, which is different from an approach absent of any literature reading or understanding. For a doctoral student or new generation researcher, without gaining plenty of knowledge from literature, there will be few possibilities to build-up theoretical sensitivities, which is a critical ability when conducting GT research. Another doctoral research GT application in IT intended to give assistance to other novices (Jones & Alony, 2011). However, there was no clarification offered about how to utilise a literature review nor the application of constituting theory. To summarize, studies have yet to explicitly and clearly articulate the role of a literature review in GT research, including the three main families of GT: Glaserian, Straussian, and Constructivist GT. This is why the current study intends to clarify and demonstrate how to use a literature review in a GT study without also breaching any of the core principles.

Thus, and perhaps not well-recognized within general methodological literature, choosing to apply GT techniques comes with a variety of starting points and a degree of variation in how GT should look in practice. In other words, a researcher does not want to become trapped in discussions and arguments about what GT is, and how it should be applied. Yet, Glaser (2002) and other researchers recommend GT as an advanced doctoral theses method. For an early career researcher (ECR) conducting research and working towards the review process, this complex arena of GT can also lead to extensive (and maybe disheartening) discussions in review processes about the nature of GT and therefore how robust its application is, i.e., if the quality is considered to be lacking in the GT process, this can have a knock-on effect in terms of where such work can be published (e.g., related to journal ranking systems). This is perhaps a somewhat controversial conversation, as it is difficult to evidence, but the authors are attempting to shine a light and have an important conversation around research realities. As a result, we believe it is imperative that a new researcher is well-versed, well-positioned and robustly justified in their selection of GT.

**THE CORE PRINCIPLES OF GROUNDED THEORY**

By following Glaser’s classical GT principles and process, the application of open-coding, constant comparison, theoretical sampling, and theoretical sensitivity are recognized as core principles. These characteristics are unique attributes of GT approaches that can differentiate GT research from other qualitative methods (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).

**OPEN CODING**

In a qualitative study, coding is a fundamental step in the analysis process that enables breaking down the data into meaningful parts (Creswell, 2015). Indeed, it is a common and widespread application in qualitative studies. In Glaser’s classical GT research, the open-coding procedure starts with no literature-based preconceptions within the coding process and instead leads towards the development of core categories (Glaser, 1992). This is a very difficult task in itself when a researcher is arguably intertwined with the data in front of them. Yet, open-coding can identify all similar phrases and sentences...
through a line-by-line or word-by-word coding process, and constantly compare the substantive phenomena in the data set. In essence, a researcher puts the pre-conceived literature to one side as they start to construct meaning from the data. Subsequently, selective coding is the process where researchers use their theoretical sensitivity to identify the essential concepts from the outputs (all the repeat ideas) of the initial stage. Both Glaser and Strauss conduct an open-coding procedure, but their second coding step is different. Glaser’s classical GT two-step coding is comprised of the initial step of open-coding, and the subsequent selective coding step. By contrast, Strauss’s two-step coding process is composed of open coding, and axial coding. In the axial coding step, the analyst will bring the disconnected coded data back together and delineates the relationships between concepts after yielding the core concepts (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).

**CONSTANT COMPARISON**

Constant comparison is the analytic process that compares each piece of relevant data for similarities and differences, and then develops the concepts (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). The constant comparative analysis techniques are inductive processes that select the identified phenomena from the focused data through iteratively coding and recoding (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This sifting and sorting data tool can stimulate grouping of conceptual properties, and finally yield emergent concepts. Glaser (2001) states that all GT studies are generating emergent concepts that are completed by constant woven comparison with many rigorous steps. O’Connor et al. (2008) stated:

> Constant comparison assures that all data are systematically compared to all other data in the data set. This assures that all data produced will be analyzed rather than potentially disregarded on thematic grounds. (p. 41)

Constant comparison should endorse GT studies and yield emergent concepts from the focused data set. Constant comparison has demonstrated its unique value in qualitative studies in general, as numerous researchers outside of the GT domain also utilize constant comparison techniques (Fram, 2013). Perhaps a common criticism of constant comparison is a lack of detail on the ‘how’. The process may sound straightforward enough, but there is a lack of detailed instruction and guidance to know if the process is being conducted successfully. This could explain why Fram (2013) claims that around one-third of GT studies could not successfully develop substantive theory from their data process, and the problem may be caused by the lack of legitimate use of constant comparison.

**THEORETICAL SAMPLING**

Theoretical sampling involves choosing a relevant sample that expands the phenomenon recognized in previous research steps (Lakshman, 2007). GT analysts use theoretical sampling to develop and elaborate the emerging concepts or substantive theories with pertinent data when the previous research step does not result in promising concepts in terms of conceptual properties (Charmaz, 2014). The definition of theoretical sampling is compared to the selective sampling techniques that are normally employed to identify target populations and settings before data collection (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). Glaser (1992) explains that grounded theorists conduct an analysis process with collaborative data collection and coding. They will decide what data to collect in the next stage to develop the emerging theory (Glaser, 1992). In other words, GT analysts can conduct theoretical sampling more than once until they are confident in the saturated emergent theory. Beyond the normal criticisms around issues of generalisation within qualitative studies, there are also the choices of, and potential limitations in, the theoretical applications used, e.g., these can be restricted by the researcher’s knowledge range. This highlights that, despite attempts to restrict pre-conceived conceptualisation earlier in the data analysis process, the importance of theory and concepts eventually comes to the fore and, arguably, they are essential for a doctoral process or a journal article review process.
Thus, to address that last point above, theoretical sensitivity is the capability to understand and conceptually realize phenomena into abstract terms. Glaser (1992) stated that theoretical sensitivity was the critical ability that GT researchers should equip to understand the studied data, and recognize the emergent concepts through constant comparing. Developing theoretical sensitivity will empower researchers to successfully convey the analytical process when pursuing theoretical insight (Charmaz, 2014). If researchers are weak in conceptual ability, they may not succeed in theoretical coding practices and will not successfully achieve grounded theory aims (Glaser, 1992). Therefore, theoretical sensitivity is considered as a threshold to determine whether a researcher can do GT studies or not. Fortunately, the previous studies have found evidence that theoretical sensitivity can be heightened through a course of practice: reading the literature, two-step coding, category building, and writing reflective memos (Hoare et al., 2012; Lo, 2016). This again highlights the skill of a researcher when knowing how to detach and then firmly attach at another point pre-conceived theories and concepts.

Considering all of these four principles mentioned above, theoretical sensitivity, two-step coding, constant comparison, and theoretical sampling techniques distinguish GT research from other qualitative studies. Both studies within and around GT have found that use of unique techniques are valuable to ensure research quality. But, such specific and advanced research skills are a significant challenge for new GT researchers to face within their studies, e.g., how to utilize a literature review. Thus, this paper will now consider an evolved grounded theory research framework for a doctoral student or new GT researcher.

One highly unique aspect of this paper is that the discussion that follows represents a ‘live’ doctoral journey. We feel that sharing this ‘lived experience’ will heighten the relevance of the discussion as it is presented ‘at the time’ and not ‘in hindsight’. This part of the paper is based on planned empirical research that aims to gain new insights into how psychological resilience interacts with leadership at the workplace. The research purpose is to advance the understanding, which resonates with a theoretical purpose of inductive qualitative study; thus, GT is identified as pertinent to the study.

Data were collected from participants involved in a leadership development (LD) program. Forty-two leaders participated in the LD program, which involved nine in-class seminars delivered by guest speakers/leaders and seven leadership panels. All participants are familiar with leadership knowledge, skills, and challenges faced by individuals and organizations. Most of the trained leaders are middle-level leaders from diverse organizations and positions. A guest speaker or a leadership panel hosted each LD session. During each LD session, these guest speakers shared their leadership experiences, personal stories, challenges, and responses to the challenges or disasters faced by themselves or their organizations. After each session, participants replied with their feedback about what inspired or demotivated them to build up their leadership capabilities.

The empirical study aims to reveal the encouraging factors and discouraging factors that impact LD effectiveness in this LD programme context. To achieve the research purpose, the study accomplished the whole analysis process with three cycles of data analysis sequentially: the initial data collection, and two cycles of theoretical sampling. The first cycle of analysis resulted in one theme centered around being inspired to learn by leadership experiences of others, and this is where some participants mentioned challenging experiences. Unfortunately, how the challenging experiences of others can motivate them to learn is unclear. Thus, the first theoretical sampling was conducted to collect more data followed by a two-step coding process. Within these two cycles of data collection and analysis, there was still no saturated emergent concept to explain discouraging factors. Thus, the second theoretical sampling and data analysis process was conducted. As a sub-total, the researcher collected and analyzed 1,226 reflective responses to achieve the goals of the study.
The rich data set makes it possible to do GT in terms of a fairly large qualitative sample size. This sticks to the “all is data” rule, and lets the theoretical concepts and substantive theory emerge from the data analysis (Glaser, 2001). Given these reasons, the present research generally follows the core principles of Glaser’s classical grounded theory.

Regarding the high level of required research skills as discussed above, some researchers are not confident in their capability to start a GT-based study (Glaser, 2001). The necessary theoretical sensitivity and the complex process will become the obstacles to a new grounded theorist. Therefore, for a doctoral student or early career researchers, conducting GT studies is challenging unless the high level of research capability can be broken down into small parts and described with a well-designed implementation process.

This paper demonstrates how a new GT researcher can conduct a GT-based study by following the evolved GT research framework delivered within the doctoral research project outlined above. This procedure strictly employs GT essential principles and combines with the author-evolved methods, including the two-step literature review, two-step opening coding, and two-step theory-constituting process. The three evolutions used in the author-designed GT framework aim to divide the research project into small parts. The broken-down process can lower the research ability threshold, and the evolved process is achievable for early career researchers. This involved a GT research framework that describes the whole GT-based research process and demonstrates how to conduct the research step-by-step in sequence (shown in Figure 1). Our framework not only outlines a roadmap to follow, but this discussion around why these processes appear (amidst the complexities of GT) allows a doctoral or new generation researcher to assist their thinking and further justify their approaches.

![Three-Phase Research Framework](image)

**Figure 1:** Three-Phase Research Framework
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This author-designed framework displays the GT-based study process in three phases, which take place sequentially. The first phase includes two steps, and it starts from a broad pre-literature review and then shifts the wide-ranging research interests into more specific research aims. This phase will consider and combine multiple aspects, such as the innovative value and practical value of the research problem, as well as previous empirical evidence. Thus, there is argument by some that this process could be seen as anti-Glaserian, but we would argue it is a process more carefully aligned to his ideas and within the GT family around the use of literature and then presented within a practical framework that can be mapped and followed. We hope this clarity in the approach leads to greater confidence for researchers when organising and aligning their GT activities.

The second phase is the essential part of the GT research procedure that includes data collection, the two-step open-coding process, theoretical sampling, and the two-step theory constituting process. Theoretical sampling refers to the classical GT strategy and gathers additional data to further study the identified categories from the previous steps until the emergent concepts or theoretical concepts are saturated. The two-step open-coding process and the two-step theory constituting process are author-designed from experience within the doctoral project and can be used by other new GT analysts. Of course, how many times theoretical sampling is needed may differ and depends on the results in each data analysis process. For example, the empirical study presented earlier conducted three data collection cycles and analyses to get the saturated emergent themes.

The third phase comprises post-literature review and theory elaboration, which intend to interpret and elaborates the emergent substantive theories with extant formal theories and empirical studies. In GT studies, the definition of the concept (theme) refers to sensitizing concepts. Compared to definitive concepts illustrated with clear attributes or fixed benchmarks, a sensitizing concept lacks precise attributes or measuring criteria (Blumer, 1954). The sensitizing concepts emerge from the data analysis, and it can give researchers a general sense and guide in approaching substantive theories. Subsequently, the post-literature review is to build theoretical relationships between emergent substantive theories and extant formal theory. The association between an existing theory with the grounded theoretical pattern may either expand the formal theory into a new domain or reinforce the GT study's findings. Glaser (2002) states that research originality or creativity does not have to find new theories since most of them are already known in some way. Extending existed theories and knowledge to yet unknown territory can constitute prominent discovery (Glaser, 1992). Therefore, conducting a post-literature review and establishing relationships between substantive theories and previous studies can enhance GT finding’s credibility. Unfortunately, GT studies can receive criticism for missing parts of the GT process like this one. Thus, the framework developed also acts as a constant reminder to fulfil every aspect of the GT process.

Here in this paper, the emergent concept is defined as a general sense or substantive theory and does not need an accurate definition and/or fixed criteria (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). By contrast, this is deferred to the definitive formal theory and concept that refers precisely to a clear definition of attributions or fixed criteria. The substantive theory refers to the definition of constituting emergent sensitizing concepts or themes with theoretical relationships (Blumer, 1954). Glaser and Strauss (1967) clarified that levels of generality would distinguish substantive and formal theories. Substantive theory grounded from the investigated context and it is faithful in the specific empirical situation, e.g., such as the emergent vicarious learning model from the empirical study presented in this paper.

Given both GT's core principles and execution possibilities for new GT analysts, this author-designed GT framework implies evolutions in three aspects: the two-step literature review, two-step open-coding, and the two-step theory-constituting method.

**Two-Step Literature Review Method**

Along with GT's divergent development, scholars view the construction and application of a literature review differently. Glaser (1992) strongly disagrees with conducting a literature review before the
emergent theory because he believes that pre-conceived knowledge from the literature will constrain grounded theory analysts. He believes pre-conceived concepts will limit concepts emerging from the investigated data set and recommends a reserve literature review after GT appears, i.e., post data collection (Glaser, 2001). On the contrary, other grounded theorists advocate conducting a literature review before data collection and analysis, instead intending to gain relevant knowledge about the target research problems or conceive substantive concepts to study (Charmaz, 2014). Similar to Charmaz, Corbin and Strauss (2008) recommend reviewing the literature in advance to achieve several targets: (1) gain knowledge in the focused research area (2) stimulate research questions (3) stimulate theoretical sensitivity (4) direct theoretical sampling, and (5) provide supplementary evidence and validity. As might be expected, such varied perspectives on literature reviews are likely to cause confusion for new GT researchers. This then feeds into discussions around research tradition. For example, it is often expected within a thesis or journal article that a literature review precedes a methodological followed by findings and discussion. Some forms of GT actively clash with such traditions which may also hinder the potential application of related practices.

There is a GT study that has discussed the controversial opinions for or against the initial literature review (named the literature review before data collection). McGhee et al. (2007) explained that an exploratory literature review is needed to satisfy the researchers and other readers prior to the final decision on the research focus and specific method of the study in the evidence-based research era. Considering McGhee et al.’s (2007) advocacy of an initial literature review, the critical idea is to review literature properly. The existing literature is to equip researchers with pre-knowledge, and prepare them to conduct GT studies. Researchers are not necessarily against reviewing literature with empty brains to step into a research focus. Other researchers support this view. Coffey and Atkinson (1996) argue:

*The open-mindedness of the researcher should not be mistaken for the empty mindedness of the researcher who is not adequately steeped in the research traditions of a discipline. It is after all, not very clever to rediscover the wheel, and the student or researcher who is ignorant of the relevant literature is always in danger of doing the equivalent.* (p. 157)

Giles et al. (2013, p. 29) maintain that despite the ongoing debate on the literature review, “a preliminary review can enhance theoretical sensitivity and rigor and may lead to innovative insights. However, researchers must acknowledge the influence of prior knowledge during data analysis and theory development to avoid bias”.

Thus far, a growing body of literature has reported sound advantages of the initial literature review even though Glaser strongly disagrees with conducting a review of literature before data collection. However, the GT family is still lacking clarification about how to manipulate existing literature and diminish the bias simultaneously. Hence, the authors have proposed the two-step literature review method with explicit process and purpose (as presented in Figure 1). The two-step literature review consists of the pre-literature review (interchangeable with the name of the initial literature review), and the post-literature review. The pre-literature review takes place before data collection and data analysis. It aims to gain knowledge and enhance theoretical sensitivity rather than yield a theoretical framework to guide the data analysis process. By contrast, the post-literature review is after substantive theories have emerged and aims to build a relationship between the emergent theory and extant formal theories, and empirical studies.

By following the Two-step Literature Review Process, the pre-literature review will enable researchers to gain knowledge from previous studies, clarify research topics, and subsequently enhance confidence to conduct GT studies. By contrast, post-literature may result differently, such as finding evidence that will support or challenge the present study. The post-literature review may generate more supporting evidence to enhance the emergent findings or find existing studies that are inconsistent and require exploration of the underpinning inconsistencies. Moreover, the post-literature may find a
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relationship between the emergent substantive theory and existing formal theories. They will extend the formal theory to new dimensions or develop the emergent substantive concepts to a theory.

Despite clashes with Glaser’s original ideas around literature, the author-designed two-step literature review does not breach the core principle within GT research. In contrast, the explicit two-step procedure can assist researchers in the application of their GT approaches within a methodological realm that contains various complexities and contradictions in potential approaches. Here, the two-step literature review method is the first time explicitly articulating the purpose and process of a literature review in (albeit Glaserian-based) GT research. Our approach helps to bridge gaps and potential dichotomies to hopefully lead to a more robust and accepted application of GT.

**Two-Step Open-Coding Method**

Coding is common in qualitative research, whether inside or outside of the GT family (Creswell, 2015). The open coding method is distinguished in GT studies to ensure the substantive concepts can emerge from the investigated dataset. Along with the broad utilization of GT strategies in the past decades, the coding techniques have evolved divergently. Glaser (1992) emphasizes that open-coding is critical, but he does not limit the conduction method:

*To achieve a grounded theory, the analysis cannot code for pre-conceived theoretical codes. He must code for whatever category emerges on whatever unit in the data, and theoretical sensitivity applies to whatever theoretical code fits.* (p. 48)

Glaser’s classic GT does not specify a specific coding process (i.e., either conducting a one-step or two-step coding process); he just emphasizes open-coding in combination with the constant comparison technique. However, he does explain that selective coding follows open coding (1992):

*For grounded theory, selective coding starts after and only when the analyst is sure that she has found a core variable. The core category simply emerges from the constant comparative coding and analyzing the data. The core variable then becomes a guide to further data collection and theoretical sampling.* (p. 75)

By following Glaser’s open coding method, researchers will depend strongly on their theoretical sensitivity to pick out the core categories from the broad emergent variables. For novice GT researchers, successfully traversing this open-coding process without a specific process is a considerable challenge.

Unlike Glaser, Strauss (the other co-founder of GT methodology) went on to develop the axial coding method for GT studies (Strauss, 1987). Axial coding is the procedure whereby GT researchers put back the emergent concepts from the open coding, step back into data, and make connections between them by involving context and conditions (Strauss, 1987). In light of the coding purpose, axial coding objectives are similar to theoretical coding to identify the concepts associated with emergent themes instead of grounding core concepts.

By contrast, Charmaz (2014) shared her open ideas about axial coding and the theoretical coding method. She just emphasized open coding initially, and neither advocated nor discouraged any other types of coding method after the initial coding step. Bryant and Charmaz (2019) argued that GT research was a big and turbulent family of methods with various interpretations and modifications. Indeed, some of these approaches were conflicted regarding the validity, authenticity, and varying views of key features. Their comments on coding show that the GT family lacks an explicit and stable GT coding process.

Given all these three styles of the coding process mentioned so far, the intention of this paper was to develop a more explicit and stable GT coding method. Thus, the author-designed two-step coding process combines initial coding and secondary coding. The initial coding step refers to Glaser’s comments on open-coding, and starts line-by-line initial coding. As a result, the first step of the coding process breaks down the data into meaningful parts for a qualitative study. The initial-coding was to identify all ideas related to leadership in response to LD challenges, and how effective leaders are in
leading through such challenges. The line-by-line coding results drew out all of the relevant ideas. After that, the secondary-coding process constantly compared all these ideas until the themes emerged. The result of the two-step open coding process was a broad emergent theme list that were inputted for the subsequent step.

**Two-Step Theory-ConstUTuting Method**

There are two types of codes in grounded theory, namely substantive codes and theoretical codes. Substantive codes are identified with general meaning in the specific substantive context and they are not necessarily precisely meaningful in other contexts. Thus, theoretical concepts (codes) normally delineate theoretical relationships between the substantive concepts (Glaser, 1992). This paper refers to Glaser's definition of codes, and named themes interchangeably in the GT data analysis context. The Two-step Theory-constituting Method is as follows: identify central themes in the first step, and identify theoretical themes sequentially in the second step.

The first step is to select and choose the core themes from the list of emergent concepts, and we apply the principles from Corbin and Strauss (2008): (1) abstract; (2) appear frequently in the data; (3) logical and consistent with the data; and, (4) related to each of the other categories. As an example here, our study focused on disclosing characteristics that impact the effectiveness of an LD program. The emergent themes constitute a broad list, including leaders' personalities (e.g., ambition, empathy, hardness, humble, etc.), and challenging experiences shared by speakers. By following Corbin and Strauss' principle, challenging leadership experience is defined as a central theme as it is the most frequent theme that emerges from the training program, and it is closely related to other emergent themes.

After choosing the central themes, the next step is to find theoretical themes (codes) to build up the relationship between central themes, and consequently constitute the substantive theory. Achieving theoretical integration is not easy for doctoral students or new GT researchers, just as Corbin and Strauss (2008) stress:

> Concepts alone do not make theory. Concepts must be linked and filled in with detail to construct theory out of data. Admittedly, integration is not easy for novice researchers. (p. 103)

In general, there are two different approaches to complete theoretical integration presented by Strauss and Glasser, namely selective coding and theoretical coding. Strauss (1987) introduced the selective coding method pertaining specifically to his own ideology:

> Selective coding pertains to coding systematically and concertedly for the core category. The other codes become subservient to the key code under focus. To code selectively, then, means that the analyst delimits coding to only those that relate to the core codes in sufficiently significant ways as to be used in parsimonious theory. (p. 33)

By contrast, Charmaz and Glaser emphasized the theoretical coding method in integrating theory (Bryant & Charmaz, 2019). By considering the previous methods to constitute the substantive theory, we present the two-step theory method that includes the selection of central concepts, and theoretical concepts from the emergent themes list. On the one hand, this method refers to the GT's rule: all concepts emerge from data instead of forcing data. On the other hand, the two explicit steps can break down a complex task into small pieces that will help new GT researchers accomplish the challenging task of theoretical integration.

**Applying the Evolved GT Framework in Practice**

Glaser and Strauss (1967) founded GT decades ago and have demonstrated that the GT-based data collection and analysis procedure is a flexible qualitative method. This authored-designed GT framework displays an explicit process for new GT researchers to develop theories flexibly and constructively. This paper illustrates how this flexible framework was utilised to conduct doctoral research by
exploring the approach adopted, particularly through explaining the process of theoretical sampling and the literature review.

**Three Circles of Data Collection and Analysis**

One empirical aspect of the doctoral research example, focusing on effective LD, intended to reveal the characteristics which impact LD effectiveness in a LD programme context. Furthermore, the study was to advance understanding of how and why these factors influence participants to build up their leadership capabilities. To achieve the research purpose, this empirical study completed the whole analysis process in three cycles of data analysis, sequentially. Here, one cycle means one phase of data collection and data analysis. This LD focused study involved an initial data collection and followed by two cycles of theoretical sampling; thus, three cycles in total. The initial data collection and two cycles of theoretical sampling resulted in 1,226 reflective answers collected from 42 participants involved in an LD training programme. The first cycle of analysis resulted in two broad themes: (1) Inspired to learn by others’ leadership experiences, and (2) Build-up leadership capabilities.

Moreover, some participants reflected that the challenging experiences of others inspired them. Unfortunately, there were not enough pieces of evidence emerging from the initial data to saturate the concept of how the challenging experiences of others motivated them to develop leadership skills. Within the theoretical sampling from the first and second circles of data collection and analysis, the central themes emerge as challenging experiences that can strongly impact the effectiveness of the LD programme. However, there is still no saturated concept to explain what characteristics of the LD programme will negatively impact LD effectiveness. Thus, the second theoretical sampling and data analysis occurs and finds that ‘no sharing of personal experience’ may diminish the LD effectiveness in causing a low level of participant engagement.

**Using the Literature Review Wisely**

During the pre-literature review associated with the topic of effective leading, the researcher was excited by a positive psychological theory that is Broaden and Build Theory (B&B). Fredrickson (2001) developed this theory and she found that positive emotions can broaden individuals’ attention scope and thought-action repertoires. The extant studies found that positive emotions can impact leadership effectiveness in terms of performance, employee engagement, and well-being (Fredrickson & Joiner, 2018; Lin et al., 2016; Meneghel et al., 2016). Therefore, the authors believe there is a relationship between B&B theory and resilience; subsequently, B&B can be utilized in LD studies.

When doing data collection and data analysis, the authors applied the Evolved Grounded Theory Framework instead of guiding the analysis process with the B&B theory as a pre-conceived concept. At that time, the researcher believed that the B&B theory will emerge from the data. However, there are no themes relevant to positive emotions emerging from the data analysis at all. The researcher was disappointed and had to put B&B aside to wait for the next empirical study.

After that, the researcher was still willing to use B&B theory in the second empirical study, and wanted to find a relationship between B&B theory and leadership resilience. However, when doing the post-literature review to interpret the emergent substantive theory about how Leadership Resilience Demonstrates in Actions, the researcher could not find emergent themes about positive emotions. In other words, there was a failure in finding a relationship between B&B theory and leadership resilience (at least, not yet). Thus, with this in mind, it is perhaps pertinent to express that GT based studies should employ the literature review wisely and cautiously. Otherwise, a pre-conceptual framework may mislead the data analysis and yield different results. To summarize, when facing the dilemma of pre-conceived knowledge and non-preconceived coding concepts, reflect on the GT core principle and use the pre-literature process to improve theoretical sensitivity and analytical ability. Do not let the pre-conceived concepts misguide the research strategy. Fortunately, the explicit Evolved Grounded Theory Research Framework can help other researchers conduct GT studies step-by-step
whilst maintaining the composure of its principles and processes. Researchers can innovatively and flexibly use a literature review with clarified purpose, just like the author-initiated two-step literature review. It is hoped a more transparent research procedure can improve research quality overall for GT studies.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper makes a number of contributions. 1. We discuss some of the unique tensions and differences within GT approaches with a view to overcoming them. 2. We offer a systematic framework that a doctoral student or new researcher could follow when attempting to traverse the complexities of GT. 3. We overlay this new framework within a live doctoral research project to further bring to life the process outlined. 4. We offer attempts to further legitimize and validate GT approaches through a formulaic process that hopefully helps potential journal article reviewers and doctoral examiners within their judgements of the GT research approach adopted.

We first discussed an overview of key GT approaches and debates, and found that GT has developed divergently and the somewhat controversial conversations make it difficult for new generation researchers to conduct a GT-based study. In order to break down a complex GT procedure into smaller parts, this paper offered three evolutions: the two-step literature review method, two-step open-coding method, and two-step theory constitute method. By integration of Glaser's four core principles and the three evolutions, this paper presented an author-designed three phases research platform. The breakdown analysis techniques and step-by-step framework provide key guidance, confidence, and rigour within a GT approach, which will encourage and assist other new generation researchers in conducting GT research in their substantive area. Furthermore, the live-author-led research experience within grounded theory may inspire further technical development and enrich the grounded theory family.

The unique framework captures and gathers distinctions within GT whilst maintaining flexibility, depth, and rigour within a study. In particular, the first identified two-step literature review may address some misunderstanding of literature and provide an innovative application in GT. The result might change some of the stereotype bias of GT and allow other researchers, doctoral students, and new GT researchers to conduct GT research innovatively, and subsequently extend GT applications. Indeed, GT could be a valuable approach during a time of COVID-19 as we seek flexible methodologies for our studies. Yet, maintaining that depth and rigour will also be crucial within this application and the framework can assist researchers in that way. The three evolved analytic methods and author-designed three-phases framework are developed within a LD project with a rich data set (more than one thousand open-ended answers). Whilst on the one hand, this offers a practical application, it also on the other hand highlights a limitation because of its fixed context. Thus, there are still connections to be made by a researcher in terms of applying GT conventions appropriately to their own research project.

Of course, there are limitations around what we discuss. The framework presented needs to be tested beyond the context here to demonstrate its value for doctoral students and new generation researchers. Other researchers can hopefully build on this framework and provide further advancements around the complexities discussed. We welcome such developments and see this as a necessary part of keeping GT contemporary and relevant within research in general. In addition, there could also be a lot more to discuss and explore from a philosophical perspective. We have, in the main, remained centred around the complexities within the procedures and processes of GT, but other researchers could develop philosophical and methodological perspectives as there are potential discussions worth revisiting, e.g., 'how is knowledge developed?', and so on.
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